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Robotic arms from FANUC Ro-
botics America, Inc. combine 
mechanical muscle with computer-

controlled finesse at three critical mate-
rial-handling points in the Valpak mailing 
workflow: traying, sleeving, and palletizing.

In the robotic mail traying cell at the 
back end of the BÖWE BELL + HOW-
ELL collation line, five FANUC M-710iB 
robots pick full- or half-size USPS mail 
trays into which they “sweep” up to 40 lbs. 
of finished envelopes for the NTA batch 
being processed. Tray sleeving is the job of 
four M-6iB robots that meet the trays as 
they proceed along a conveyor to a “tray 
funnel” at the sleeving work cell. There, 
the robots pick and push sleeves—box-
like wrappers open at the ends—onto the 
trays. Because the trays and sleeves are 
meant to be re-usable, the robots handle 
them with the appropriate amount of TLC.

Next, two M-410iB robots do the tray 
palletizing. Fed by four lines that deliver 
the trays, each robot builds two pallets 
at a time by picking either a USPS or a 
Canadian postal pallet and placing it onto 
a conveyor. Then, by arranging and stacking 
the sleeved trays like bricks, the robot 

builds a pallet conforming to any of 65 
pallet patterns specified by the two postal 
services. If building a pallet to conform to 
a par ticular mail route creates a gap in the 
pattern, the robot fills the space simply by 
inser ting an inver ted, empty tray.

All 11 robots are standard FANUC 
products that have been customized with 
end-of-arm tooling for each of the three 
applications. Designed for rapid change-
overs such as switching from full trays to 
half trays at the traying cell, the units are 
universally and infinitely programmable 
robots that can adjust to every nuance of 
the tasks they are performing.

“Minds” of Their Own
In the Valpak plant, the FANUC robots are 
exceptions to the rule in being prepro-
grammed with all of the instructions they 
need to perform their assigned tasks. This 
means that they don’t have to take their 
cues from centralized software—once 
connected to the network, they’re fully 
ready to tray, sleeve, and palletize. Ex-
tensive on-board self-diagnostic systems 
continually monitor the robots’ perfor-
mance, but most of the time, there’s little 
to report. FANUC Robotics says that be-
cause the units have a MTBF (mean time 
between failure) period of more than 50 
months, it’s seldom necessary to do more 
than grease them once a year to keep 
them hard at work.

Robots can automate any repetitive 
material handling application. FANUC 
Robotics has installed many of them in 
printing plants, where they are used chiefly 
for palletizing heavy items like magazines, 
books, and folding car tons. The robots 
typically are found near presses and bind-
ery machines, stacking the printed matter 
as it comes off the equipment. Mail tray 
sleeving is a new application for FANUC 
robots, but the system developed for the 
Valpak can be used in any plant wishing 
to automate the processing of presorted 
mail. yy

“FANUC Robot-
ics America 

was selected 
because it 

provides ro-
botic mate-

rial handling 
systems for 

mail traying, 
sleeving, and 

palletizing that 
require little  

or no change-
over to handle 
different prod-
uct types and 

sizes.”

MATErIAL HAndLInG:  
FANUC Robotics America, Inc.
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In a plant that produces more than 
500 million envelopes annually, simply 
placing the envelopes into USPS mail 

trays presents an enormous challenge. 
Each of the nine collators installed by 
BÖWE BELL + HOWELL can output 
more than one ton of mail per hour, 
all of which must be trayed and deliv-
ered to the next stage of production 
in another area of the facility.  Valpak 
recognized this back-end function as a 
significant opportunity for cost savings.

CapStone Technologies, a business 
engineering firm specializing in process 
optimization exclusively for the print/mail 
industry, collaborated with BÖWE BELL 
+ HOWELL to develop an automated 
solution utilizing robotics. The result, 
the plant’s robotic mail traying cell, is an 
innovation applied for the first time in 
the industry as a key component of the 
Valpak project. The robotic mail traying 
cell improves efficiency by automating 
the following tasks: 

• handling empty USPS mail trays at

the collator
• sweeping envelopes from the colla-

tor into USPS trays 
• delivering loaded USPS trays to the

next work area in the plant
It does so by utilizing:
• a four-bin stacker unit at the collator

output, accumulating envelopes in sorting 
bins by tray

• a de-nester unit presenting single, 
empty USPS full- and half-trays from a 
queue

• a robot with specialized end-of-arm
tooling to sweep envelopes from the 
bins into empty USPS trays presented to 

it by the de-nester unit
• a tray tagging zone, to convey filled

trays so that tray tags can be inserted. 
Trays requiring rework are staged until 
they have been completed.

• an exit conveyor presenting com-
pleted mail trays to the next stage of 
production

By integrating directly with output 
from the collators, CapStone’s robotic 
mail traying cell eliminates formerly 
non-value-adding activity for sustainable 
savings. The benefits to Valpak include:

• reduced labor and peripheral costs
• optimized collator net throughput
• centralized tray staging and handling

to consolidate related operations yy

rOBOTIC MAIL TrAYInG CELL: 
CapStone Technologies

AuTOMATEd GuIdEd VEHICLES: 
Egemin Automation Inc.

Keeping product in continuous 
motion at the Valpak Manu-
facturing Center is the job of 

17 automated guided vehicles (AGVs) 
from Egemin Automation Inc.: 13 
vehicles for reel handling, plus four 
forklifts for palletized loads. The reel 
handlers operate in the print roll area, 
moving reels of signatures from buffer 
storage to the collators. The forklifts 
transport pallets of filled trays from 
the collation line to a station where 
the pallets are broken down into 
smaller loads for sorting by postal 
route.

The guide path that the battery-
powered vehicles follow on these 
rounds is 13,000 feet, or nearly 2.5 
miles, in length. The path, however, is 
a virtual one, requiring none of the 
floor-embedded cabling that older 
AGV systems use. The Egemin vehicles 
carry their own routing instructions in 
on-board computers that get wire-

less pick-and-drop commands from 
central SAP.

One of the key characteristics of 
the reel vehicles is their placement 
accuracy. After an AGV picks a reel of 
signatures from the buffer rack and 
transports it to the collating line, it 
reports the successful drop to SAP. 
The fit of the reel must be precise, and 
if anything impedes the transfer, SAP 
is notified. Safety-oriented “interlock” 
specifications developed by Egemin 
ensure that before an AGV attempts 
to deliver a load to another piece of 

automated equipment, the receiving 
unit will confirm that space is available 
so that delivery can proceed.

The Valpak vehicles use the same 
standard chassis, controls, and soft-
ware that Egemin manufactures for 
all of its AGVs. Egemin modified the 
transfer mechanism of the reel vehicles 
to adapt them for reel picking and 
handling. Egemin also met Cox Target 
Media’s requirement to make the 
transfer mechanisms exchangeable 
from vehicle to vehicle so that each 
AGV could be used for reel handling 
or pallet transport as needed. yy

“Selected as part of the agree-
ment with BÖWE BELL + 

HOWELL, CapStone custom-
ized the design of the ro-

botic mail traying system to 
meet Valpak’s specific criteria.”
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FANUC robots build pallets of trayed Valpak blue 
envelopes in correct order for postal routing.

“Egemin was selected for 
offering robust, easy-to-
maintain AGVs able to  

interface with upper-level con-
trol systems in the fully  

automated environment of the 
Valpak plant.”
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